
 

 

                    Dunottar News       

To keep up to date with news from Dunottar in between weekly newsletters, visit 

www.dunottarschool.com, find us on Facebook, Instagram or follow us on Twitter. 

December 2020 Follow us   

Dunottar in Top 100 Senior 
Schools for Cricket 

The spirit at Dunottar has been alive 
and well this term, leaving me 
feeling incredibly proud to be the 
Headmaster of such a warm, caring 
and inclusive school.  In such 
difficult times, it has been 
wonderful to see how we have 

pulled together to support each other and those in the 
wider school community.  We have all faced challenges 
this term, but the creativity, tenacity and general good 
humour of our pupils, teachers and support staff have 
shone through, leading to some amazing educational 
experiences.  
  
The Classroom and Office Christmas Decorating 
Competitions kick started the festivities, creating a 
wonderful buzz and excitement around the school.  Our 
catering team has worked tirelessly all term and pupils 
thoroughly enjoyed the delicious Christmas lunch at the 
end of term.  Our first virtual Carol Concert, featuring 
every one of our pupils, brought festive warmth and 
cheer not only to the school community, but also to 
residents in many local care homes.  Thanks to our 
generous parent and PTA supporters, those who would 
normally attend our annual Caring at Christmas event 
will be receiving festive gift bags and Christmas cards 
handwritten by our pupils.  It has been a truly valiant 
effort by all involved this Christmas!  
 
There have been many other highlights during this half 
term.  The History Department had its Historical 
Association Quality Mark renewed with Gold Status, one 
of very few schools in the country to hold this 
award.  For the second year running Dunottar has been 
listed in the Top 100 Cricket Schools in the UK.  We also 
launched our school musical for next term when pupils 
will be putting on Sister Act.  All of these, and more, are 
testament to the dedication and expertise of the 
teaching team here at Dunottar.  
  
As the term draws to a close, I wish you all a happy, 
healthy and safe Christmas and hope that 2021 will be 
brighter, with a return towards normality.  
 
With best wishes, 
Mark Tottman 
Headmaster 

www.dunottarschool.com                   T:01737 761945                @Dunottarschool 

We are delighted to announce Dunottar is featuring, once again, 
in The Cricketer Schools Guide top 100 senior schools, for our 
county standard cricket facilities, coaching, fixtures and 
compelling commitment to this inclusive sport. 
 
Despite the ongoing pandemic, there were a record number of 
entries this year. Judged against an extensive criteria, with those 
making the final list having innovated with remote video 
sessions, garden drills and quizzes. 
 Continued overleaf... 
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…continued from front page 
 
Simon Hughes, Editor of The Cricketer commented, 
“This year’s Schools Guide is particularly important in 
showcasing the schools that kept the game alive 
through a very challenging summer. Cricket has 
emerged resolutely from this pandemic and the appetite 
to get back out on the playing fields is palpable.” 
 
Jack Myers, Director of Cricket at Dunottar added, “We 
are delighted to be included, once again, in the list of 
the top 100 senior schools for cricket in the UK. Cricket 
is a core sport for both boys and girls at Dunottar, 
providing our pupils with an invaluable set of life skills, 
allowing them to discover a passion for this fully 
inclusive sport. We are continuing to build on the 
already strong foundations of our cricket programme 
and look forward to a brilliant 2021 programme and 
season.” 

On Thursday 29th October our History Department was informed its Historical 
Association Quality Mark would be renewed with Gold Status. The HA Quality Mark 
recognises and promotes high quality history provision in schools, providing a 
framework for success. Only 32 secondary schools in the UK have been awarded 
Quality Mark status, with Dunottar being the first secondary school in Reigate to 
achieve this award; an independent testament to the exceptional teaching and vision 
of the History Department at Dunottar School. 
 
Julie Boden, Head of History at Dunottar commented, “I am incredibly proud of the hard work within the 
department, it’s so rewarding that our efforts to develop the curriculum and enrichment programme have paid off 
with a Gold status Quality Mark – very few UK secondary schools have achieved this status, so it’s a real indicator of 
the quality of our History programme.” 
 
The framework for success 
 
Effective teaching and learning: This quality is concerned with 
ensuring effective learning through appropriate and motivating 
teaching that engages pupils consistently throughout the 
school. 
Leadership in history: ensuring that systems and structures are 
in place and used effectively to ensure that history enjoys a high 
status, reputation and profile in the school and beyond. 
Curriculum: the coherence, logic and appropriateness of the 
curriculum in the context of the school. 
Achievement: ensuring pupils achieve well and that their 
progress in the subject is appropriate to their ages and 
circumstances. 
Enrichment: ensuring that the school enriches teaching and 
learning in history through other subjects and resources/
programmes beyond the history classroom. 

Gold Award for Dunottar History Department 

Yr11 Sample 6th Form Life 

On 10th November, our Year 11 pupils had a fantastic 
Sixth Form taster day. They spent the day sampling A-
level courses, experiencing life in our new state-of-the-
art Sixth Form Centre and collaborating for an 
innovative enterprise activity.  
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It’s Beginning to Look a Lot Like Christmas at Dunottar 

Virtual Carol Service  
We hope that you had the chance to watch last night's virtual Carol 
Concert, which went live at 7pm. If not, it can still be accessed via the link. 
 
As the Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols is part of our school's yearly 
tradition, we did not want the effects of the pandemic to stop us from 
coming up with a creative and safe way to celebrate Christmas! 
 
The project began at the beginning of November and we started by 
recording pupils singing carols in the school library where social distancing 
guidelines could most easily be followed. Over the course of the half term, 
we carried out over 35 recording sessions and over 20 video sessions 
featuring readings from the Christmas story, instrumental music and 
singing. 
 
Every pupil was involved in the making of this year's Carol Concert video. 
We are also particularly grateful to our smaller groups and instrumentalists: 
Wilbur, Sasha, Isabella, Anya and Tabitha for their tenacity and resilience in 
what has been a busy and challenging term. In addition, we would like to 
thank the nine readers, Year 7 and 8 singers and the Chamber Choir.  
 
A special mention must also go to Mr Fernandez, who edited and mixed all 
the songs using more than 1500 tracks, which were recorded over the 
course of the project.  
 
A big thank you to everyone who was involved! 

Christmas definitely arrived early at Dunottar this year, with staff going all out decorating their offices for the 
festive season. What started with a touch of tinsel here and there, soon developed into a full-blown competition 
between departments, with Mr Tottman given the 
enormous task of picking a winner.  
 
Some went ‘big’ on decorations, others took 
a minimalistic approach. Some threw money at the 
challenge, others spent nothing. Some went 
for manufactured goods, others for 
homemade. Some adopted a specialist theme, 
others for Christmas in general. Some focused on 
the room, others gave an experience. Some 
presented their ideas, others told a story. Prizes 
were awarded for “Best Theme”, “Best Christmas 
Experience”, “Best Educational Experience” and 
“Learning to Improve”, as well as the much coveted 
title of “Overall winner”. It was a tough call, but the 
IT department and the Sports Department were 
announced as joint winners for their spectacular 
Christmas efforts. We are already looking forward 
to next year’s competition!  

Dunottar Staff Have Been Getting Festive!  
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Despite the LAMDA Examination date being postponed 
in the summer, the LAMDA students showed 
commendable resolve and took their examinations in 
October. The results are a testimony to their hard work 
with 16 Distinctions and 3 Merits gained. 

Huge congratulations to all involved, 
particularly to those taking their 
Bronze, Silver and Gold Medal grades 
as these gain UCAS points.  
 

LAMDA Examination Results  

Coming Soon—Sister Act 
Rehearsals are now well underway for this year's exciting 
production of 'Sister Act'. Described as a 'Divine musical 
comedy, Sister Act follows the story of Deloris Van 
Cartier. She's a Vegas cabaret singer, who after 
witnessing a crime, is forced into witness protection in a 
convent of nuns. And thus, comedy ensues.  
 
Our production stars Olivia C as Deloris, Alexander M-T 
as her criminal boyfriend, Curtis, and Max M as Eddie, 
the cop who might just save the day, if he can just stop 
sweating! As well as these fabulous principles, there is a 
stellar cast of nuns, gangsters, policemen and showgirls 
featuring the amazing talents from Years 7 to 13. Ms 
Pettet and I were overwhelmed by the amount of 
enthusiasm, energy and musicality at the auditions from 
all the students and the rehearsals so far have been 
equally joyous. It's been a real pleasure getting started; 
we're already looking forward to sharing the show with 
everyone.  
 

Due to current restrictions, we've been rehearsing year 
groups separately. However, a large proportion of the 
cast united on Teams on Monday for a Cast Christmas 
Party, which involved lots of silliness, sound effects, 
scavenger hunts and some very confused pets who made 
cameo appearances on camera. It was really lovely, 
having so many of the cast together to celebrate working 
on some live theatre, even in these more challenging 
times. It reminded me what resilient, positive and 
determined students we have here at Dunottar.  
 
We will be working extra hard after Christmas to prepare 
our show for performance at the end of March and we 
look forward to sharing details of how you can attend in 
the near future.  
 
Merry Christmas to you all from Mrs van D, 

Ms Pettet, Mrs Jago and the entire cast of 

Sister Act.  

ACTING GRADE 2 - DUOLOGUE 
Ellen B - PASS with MERIT 
Sofia V - PASS with MERIT 
 
ACTING GRADE 2 - COMBINED 
Ella C - PASS with DISTINCTION 
Emily I - PASS with DISTINCTION 
 
ACTING GRADE 3 - SOLO 
Josh H - PASS with DISTINCTION 
 
ACTING GRADE 3 - Duologue 
Advaith B - PASS with DISTINCTION 
Louis A - PASS with DISTINCTION 
James H - PASS with DISTINCTION 
Jack M - PASS with DISTINCTION 
 
ACTING GRADE 3 - COMBINED 
Tallulah W - PASS with DISTINCTION 
Rihanna R - PASS with DISTINCTION 
 
 

ACTING GRADE 4 - SOLO 
Paige S - PASS with DISTINCTION 
Filipe D - PASS with DISTINCTION 
Barney H - PASS with DISTINCTION 
 
ACTING GRADE 4 - DUOLOGUE  
Olivia C - PASS with DISTINCTION 
Grace I - PASS with MERIT 
 
ACTING GRADE 6 - BRONZE MEDAL - SOLO (UCAS 
POINTS) 
Alexander M-T - PASS with DISTINCTION 
Dominic C - PASS with DISTINCTION 
Isabelle J - PASS with DISTINCTION 
 
Three pupils decided to take their examinations online 
during the summer, and received excellent results:  
 
ACTING GRADE 5 - SOLO 
Olivia C - PASS with DISTINCTION 
Caitlin W - PASS with MERIT 
Holly P - PASS with MERIT 
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Food and Nutrition 

The Great Dunottar Bake-Off Results 
We have all thoroughly enjoyed seeing the wonderful culinary delights that pupils have been creating each week as 
part of Mrs French’s Great Dunottar Bake-Off (Part 2). This term has seen pupils cooking up rainbow bagels, rum 
babas, cheesecakes, chicken katsu buns in Japanese week, jam and custard filled donuts and s’more brownies 
amongst many other sweet treats. The final week required pupils to produce a showstopper cake, which had to 
include a cake base plus two or three other baking disciplines.  
 
Well done to all our bakers this term! There have been some wonderfully creative bakes and excellent skills on 
display.  
 
The results are in…    
 

Congratulations to our winner….. Millie, in Year 7.  

Millie, Year 7 

Winner 

Caspar, Year 7 

Runner Up 

Georgie, Year  7 

Runner Up 

Hannah,  
Year  11 

Runner Up 

Erin, Year  7 

Most Improved 

Baker 
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Well done to all our pupils who have been awarded Academic Distinctions this half term.  

Pupil Year Award Subject  Teacher’s Comment 
Max, E 7 Academic 

Distinction 
Geography Academic distinction awarded for detailed work on the River Ganges. Max 

included a huge variety of geographical terms in his brilliant description of this 
sacred and important river in India.  

Harry, H 7 Academic 
Distinction 

English Superb creative writing. He is an incredibly enthusiastic young man, who likes to 
write stories in his spare time. He enjoys playing with vocabulary and 
grammatical structures, and he has a natural aptitude for creative writing.  

John, H 7 Academic 
Distinction 

DT For putting a presentation together about how he built his first piece of Ikea 
flatpack furniture in the October half term.  

James, B 8 Academic 
Distinction 

French James was awarded an Academic Distinction for the quality of his voice over on 
his virtual tour of Paris.  

Filipe, D 8 Academic 
Distinction 

English Excellent reading presentation.  

Holly, J 8 Academic 
Distinction 

Geography Awarded for a creating an imaginative creature adapted to living in rainforest 
conditions.  

Samuel, S 8 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL Samuel has been awarded an Academic Distinction for his virtual tour of Paris. 
He extended beautifully using complex structures and worked on his 
pronunciation demonstrating a good understanding of French phonics.  

Olivia, S 8 Academic 
Distinction 

Geography Awarded to Olivia for an outstanding and creative piece of work about animal 
adaptations in the tropical rainforest.  

Christiana, W 8 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL I have awarded Christiana an Academic Distinction for her amazing virtual tour 
of Paris (film). In it she manipulated different verbs in the perfect tense 
beautifully demonstrating a sound understanding of the grammatical points 
covered and of Paris as a city.  

Emily, D 9 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL Emily has been awarded an Academic Distinction for her excellent (and creative) 
work in French. She has used the conditional tense effectively and complex 
language throughout. She has demonstrated a sound understanding of the 
structures covered in class.  

Emily, D 9 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL Emily has consistently produced amazing work in French this term. She scored 
full mark in her latest CAT.  

Will, E 9 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL For achieving excellence in Higher GCSE reading and writing activities in the first 
term of Year 9 French.  

Amelia, L 9 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL For achieving excellence in Higher GCSE reading and writing activities in the first 
term of Year 9 French.  

Isabella, P 9 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL Isabella wrote a really detailed description of her best friend including 
comparatives as well as using the past tense to say what they did last weekend. 
It is a very well written piece of work with outstanding accuracy and grasp of 
grammatical concepts taught.  

Sofia, R 9 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL Sofia has worked extremely hard in all areas of the language this term. I am so 
proud of her. She scored full mark in her last CAT. An amazing achievement and 
an excellent reflection of her hard work and level of commitment to her study.  

Tallulah, W 9 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL Tallulah has been awarded an Academic Distinction for her amazingly creative 
piece of writing in the conditional. She manipulated key language extremely well 
too. Superb!  

Alexa, B 10 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL Alexa has been awarded an Academic distinction for her consistent work in 
Spanish this half term on the topic of school and post 16 education and work. 
She did so well in her speaking CAT achieving 95%.  

Milly, P 10 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL For outstanding independent grammar and translation work.  

Academic Distinctions 
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Academic Distinctions 

Pupil Year Award Subject  Teacher’s Comment 
Lydia, C 10 Academic 

Distinction 
MFL Lydia wrote a very fluent and competent 150 word piece of writing. She used a 

range of complex structures and argued her points with great fluency. A truly 
brilliant first 150 word task.  

Dhara, M 10 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL Dhara has consistently worked at a very high level in Spanish and in the recent 
CAT in writing attained 89% and in reading comprehension 100%.  

Dhara, M 10 Academic 
Distinction 

Music Dhara wrote an outstanding essay for her homework, describing the use of 
melody in one of the GCSE set works being studied. Her use of terminology was 
accurately applied and she went into depth, writing with sophistication and 
evidencing her points carefully. Overall very well structured, and written at a 
standard I would usually not expect at this stage in the GCSE course.  

Dhara, M 10 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL For outstanding independent grammar and translation work.  

Dhara, M 10 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL Dhara has produced the most amazing avatars on a range of questions on 
holidays. Her spoken answers are fluent, complex and detailed and spoken with 
a lovely French accent.  

Lila, B 11 Academic 
Distinction 

Art Excellent work on the theme of 'Food and Drink'. Skilled use of paint on canvas 
and presentation of work in the sketchbook is imaginative.  

Lottie, B 11 Academic 
Distinction 

Art Excellent progress in Art. Highly detailed studies in paint and colour pencil to 
show technical skills with these media.  

Olivia, C 11 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL For achieving 100% in all exercises on thisislanguage and Seneca.  

Rebecca, C 11 Academic 
Distinction 

Art Excellent progress in art. Very creative approach to use AO2; experimental use 
of media, processes and techniques. Very exciting work.  

Jessica, C 11 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL Jess has scored a high level 9 in her last test (written GCSE paper : 3 questions). 
Her unsupported answer is exceptional for a student at this stage. She has 
manipulated complex structures effectively and has written a very fluent and 
relevant piece of work . This is a major achievement.  

Eddy, C 11 Academic 
Distinction 

Art Independent approach to the theme with evidence of technical skills using oil 
paints and acrylic paints. High quality presentation in the sketchbook.  

Olivia, G 11 Academic 
Distinction 

Art Excellent progress in Art. Particularly impressive is Olivia's ability to experiment 
with media, processes and techniques.  

Annabel, J 11 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL Annabel went above and beyond in preparation for her writing CAT, making 
excellent revision resources collating everything we have seen in class. She is 
working so hard in Spanish and has progressed really well.  

Rosie, K 11 Academic 
Distinction 

English She gained full marks for a language analysis question in a practice response to 
GCSE English Language, Paper 2. It’s the first time since teaching this 
specification that I’ve given a student full marks for this particular skill.  

Rosie, K 11 Academic 
Distinction 

MFL Rosie has scored a high level 9 in her last test (written GCSE paper : 3 questions). 
Her unsupported answer is exceptional for a student at this stage. She has 
manipulated complex structures effectively and has written a very fluent and 
relevant piece of work . This is a major achievement.  

Amy, S 11 Academic 
Distinction 

Art Excellent progress and high quality work and presentation in sketchbook.  

Marika, A 11 Academic 
Distinction 

English Outstanding homework essay about fate in 'Macbeth'.  

We would like to give a special mention to Dhara, who has been awarded 4 Academic Distinctions this half term—well done! 



 

 

What a term it has been….. 
 
• 14,4000 grams of chocolate Christmas treats 

delivered to staff and students from the PTA 
to wish them a Happy Christmas 

• 11 poinsettias delivered to local care homes to 
wish residents and staff a Merry Christmas 

• 78 Year 7 bakers baked cakes for Macmillan 
Cancer Research and raised £1,567.50 for the 
charity 

• 47 teams quizzed their way through our Bond 
Quiz Night 

• 70+ nearly new uniform sale transactions  
• 44 Christmas wreaths created raising £581.56 

to help beat childhood cancer 
• 207 gifts at our secrets stall for students’ 

presents to family and friends 
• 110+ bags full of food donated to our Food 

Bank project 
 
…. And all this with COVID hanging heavily over our 
heads.  What would we have achieved under 
‘normal’ circumstances? 
 
My thanks go to those PTA parents who have 
worked so very hard this term, to the new parents 
who joined in September and threw themselves in 
at the deep end and to those older faces (!) back 
again for more!  Thank you. 
 
Thank you to our parent community for helping us 
reach those impressive numbers - to the quizzers, 
the donators, the wreath makers, the organisers, 
the planners. 
 

A fantastic start to the 20/21 school year.  
 
In the meantime, on behalf of the PTA, may I wish 
you all a very happy Christmas.  Stay safe, stay 
healthy and look after each other.  2021 will bring 
further COVID challenges but there is light at the 
end of this long tunnel at last and Spring is just 
around the corner. 
 
Best wishes, 
Carol 
 
 
What’s coming up in 2021? 
 
We have a couple of events in the pipeline to look 
forward to, so block your diaries! We anticipate 
these will be virtual events but will keep you 
updated if the situation changes.  
 
Money raised by the PTA last year funded some 
fantastic equipment for the school and we hope 
that we will be able to begin fundraising in the New 
Year with two great events to start us off.  
 
Wine Tasting with the Vineking 
We are really pleased that the fantastic team at the 
Vineking will be hosting a wine tasting for Dunottar 
parents and staff on Thursday 4th February. Tickets 
will go on sale when term starts again in January but 
please save the date until then.  
 
The Quiz returns… 
After the success of our Bond themed quiz, the 
team will be returning with another fun and 
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challenging evening on Friday 26th March. We’d 
love as many people to join as possible, more 
details to follow in the New Year. 
 
Food bank collections 
We will continue with our weekly food bank 
collections when school returns in January, 
supporting Loveworks and St Matthew’s Foodbank. 
The need for food banks is sadly growing. 
Traditionally, they see a good level of support in the 
lead up to Christmas but this can fall away in the 
New Year. We are very keen to maintain our 
support and know from all of your donations this 
term that many of you will feel the same way.  

PTA – marketing and social media vacancy 
Are you interested in helping the PTA with 
marketing and social media? We are looking for 
someone to help keep parents and families 
informed about what the PTA is up to – this will 
involve working alongside the current team and 
include putting updates together and getting info 
out on social media. Training provided if needed. 
Please email info@dunottarschoolpta.co.uk if you 
are interested. 

 

Winners of Black History Month Competition 
Earlier this term, as part of 
Black History Month, the 
History department ran two 
competitions.  Pupils in 
Years 7-9 were asked to 
imagine they were the Head 
Curator of a new Museum 
for Black History and had 
been given the brief to 
design an exhibition called 
‘The importance of Black 
History.’ The aim of the 

exhibition was to display artefacts linked to 
someone related to Black History. Pupils in Years 10
-13, were tasked with writing an essay in response 
to the title, “Was it appropriate to remove the 
statue of Edward Colston in Bristol?” 
 

 
 
Congratulations to our two winners, Seb W and Evie 
who received prizes of Amazon gift vouchers.   
 
 

mailto:info@dunottarschoolpta.co.uk


 

 

As we are not able run our school exchange 
programme this year, our Year 8 pupils have been 

transporting us on virtual tours of Paris instead. In 
doing so, they explored the perfect and imperfect 
tenses, as well as opinions. They discovered famous 
landmarks, such as le Louvre and its pyramid, le 
Centre Pompidou, la Tour Eiffel, la Cité des Sciences 
and more iconic places such as l’île de la Cité and 
the cinquième arrondissement. We were blown 
away by their creativity and the quality of the films 
produced.   
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Year 8 Take a Virtual Tour of Paris 

The Podcast Club is comprised of a group of Sixth Form 
pupils who meet weekly. So far, they have learnt how and 
where to record, and have produced one-minute promos 
to advertise their podcasts. They are called The Elephant 
in the Room, Dunottar Deets and Unsolved Crimes. Over 
the weeks students have been learning how to write 
scripts, record and edit their 
podcasts all under the expert 
tutelage of Mr Fernandez, who 
worked as a sound engineer for a 
national radio channel.   

Podcast Club 

 

The Christmas season usually is a joyful time. Many families look forward to gathering with relatives and 
friends, exchanging gifts and celebrating traditions. But, COVID and physical distancing have brought a 
new kind of stress this holiday season. However, there are ways families can cut down their stress during 
the holidays. Sticking to routines as much as possible, exercising, eating healthy food and getting plenty 
of sleep can help. Pay attention to how much time your kids - and you - spend on screens.  Avoid the 
pressure to spend a lot on gifts, focusing on the simple joy of spending time together. We have lots of 
useful tips and ideas on our wellbeing page to help you and your family have a stress-free, restful 
Christmas.  

Wellbeing During the Christmas Holiday 

https://www.dunottarschool.com/school-life/pastoral-care/well-being/
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Charity and Community  

Caring at Christmas  
For the past few years, the Dunottar Community 
has invited a large number of lonely, elderly people 
for Christmas lunch as part of our Caring at 
Christmas event.  This year needed a new plan as, 
sadly, lunch was not an option. Instead, we are 
taking Christmas to them.  Our generous Dunottar 
families have been sponsoring gift bags, the 
children have been writing Christmas Cards and 
letters, and there has been a lot of shopping going 
on so that 200 elderly people will receive a Dunottar 
Caring at Christmas delivery. We have heard from 
Age Concern and Live at Home how desperately 
lonely some of these people have been this year 
without community events and extended 
support.  We hope this brings them a smile, the 
message that they are in our hearts and thoughts 

and that we send them our very best wishes for a 
warm and safe Christmas.  Thank you to everyone 
who has helped support this initiative.  

Ciara’s Christmas Cycle Challenge 

 

One of our Year 8 pupils embarked upon a cycling challenge to raise money 
for the Salvation Army. We are delighted to report that she has succeeded in 
reaching her aspirational target of raising £1,000. More details about the 
challenge can be found in Ciara’s account below:  
 
Back in April, I decided to do a Charity Cycle for The Salvation Army 
Christmas Present Appeal.  I decided to do this because I learnt through the 
new lockdown PE lessons that I quite like cycling and watching the news 
taught me that lots more families are struggling this year after losing their 
jobs due to COVID-19.  We normally do the shoe box appeal every year but 
this year I wanted to do something bigger.  So, I decided to cycle 750 km 
before the end of November and hopefully raise £1,000 to help local families.  The Salvation Army will use 
the money to buy presents for those children who really wouldn’t get much without our help. I have done 
this mostly on my own, doing laps of Wray Common but my Mum and Dad have helped with some big 
rides and my brother did some smaller rides at the beginning.  

Year 11 Cake Sale 
On Friday 4th December, Year 11 pupils 
held a cake sale in their bubble to raise 
money for the Royal Marsden Hospital. 
Selling sweet treats, they raised over 
£100 for the charity.  



 

 

Unfortunately, we were unable to run our usual 
Saturday morning House Rugby event this year. 
However, we conducted it during the respective Games 
afternoons on the week commencing 23rd November. 
The format for each tournament, was every house would 
play the other houses in three 15 minutes matches. Each 

match was played in a fully inclusive and COVID 
compliant way. As is always the case with such events, 
the staff were blown away by the tenacity and courage 
on show, as well as the camaraderie, empathy and 
sportsmanship displayed.  
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Sport 

House Rugby 

On Saturday 21st November, we competed against four 
other United Learning schools (Surbiton High, Ashford, 
AKS Lytham and Princess Helena) in a #VirtualFixture 
with two specific challenges. 
 
• To compete to amass the greatest distance as an 

entire school community 
• To compete to achieve the highest students’ 

average for 30 minutes of activity 
 

On the day, seeing the different efforts shared across 
Twitter, Strava, Zwift and the Microsoft Forms was truly 
staggering, and once again confirmed what we all know 
about the strength of this school community. The results 
were calculated and shared with the other schools, and 
on the following Monday, we were informed that 
Dunottar had won both of the two competitions. Truly 
exceptional work! Although we've been warned by the 
other schools that they will come back stronger next 
time. 

#VirtualFixture 

Senior Sports Scholars #DunottarDiscusses  
Our Year 11 and 6th Form Sports Scholars were invited 
to attend two lunchtime focus groups to discuss the 
pertinent topic of Transgender Competing in Sport. This 
is an ever-evolving discussion point within the world of 

elite sport, with legislation and research ongoing 
currently. The students involved contributed maturely 
and insightfully within the discussions.  

Netball / Lacrosse / Football 
It was wonderful to be able to host Saturday netball again and what a way to end 
the netball term on Saturday 5th December with a 'Christmas Netball Mashup 
Tournament'!  Teams were selected via names drawn from Santa's hat, and the 
girls arrived looking festive and ready to play. With the addition of Christmas 
tunes, cookies and hot chocolate, it really was a fun, festive 
morning of sport! We rounded off the year on Saturday 12th 
December with our “Christmas Lacrosse and Football Mashup 
Tournaments” - a fabulous morning of sport and festive fun. 
The sun even came out!  
 

Wishing you all a lovely Christmas from the PE department! 


